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Market Update — March 11th, 2022 

The spot resin markets began the week with a bang, sending both Pol-
yethylene and Polypropylene prices into new highs for the year before 
PP peeled a penny back off at week’s end. There was a flurry of de-
mand as processors continued to seek material for both immediate use 
and to pad inventories during this volatile geopolitical and economic 
period. The little feeding frenzy seemed to chill later in the week as 
rapidly rising energy and feedstocks prices moderated, providing par-
ticipants a moment to contemplate. Spot offerings remained thin all 
week, there were very few prime PP railcars made available and they 
were priced based on March PGP plus margin, but with spot monomer 
jumping around it was a challenge to lock in transactions without firm 
pricing. A very wide range of prices transacted in Polypropylene as 
the top end of the market continued higher while some lower end ma-
terials languished. Most good offgrade PP cars shown came without 
price and we had to place a bid to see if the price was acceptable. For 
PE in both the Houston and domestic markets, if one were to simply 
pay the full $.04/lb price increase nominated for March contracts, pro-
ducers would find some resin to sell. Still, good volumes of both PE 
and PP resins transacted this week, though more so in truckloads than 
railcars.  
 
Spot resin prices bottomed out in December and had already been 
moving higher during the first quarter, though much of the most re-
cent demand surge had been largely inspired by the Russian invasion 
of Ukraine that could still potentially lead to a much larger conflict, 
and impact key energy and derivative supplies in Europe and the rest 
of the world. Many key nations and corporations have piled on sanc-
tions against Russia, including the latest energy import ban announced 
by the US, which will definitely impact trade flows across many mar-
kets, including the resin sector. These sanctions come at a time when 
the industry has already been impacted by rising costs and extended 
logistics delays from both packaging warehouses and freight provid-
ers. Although upstream resin inventories have recovered nicely from 
the year ago production disruptions, the spot markets have re-
mained tightly supplied. Any additional disruptions to the market and 
the delicate supply chain, be it geopolitical or otherwise, could further 
complicate the resin markets and pricing. The industry knows how 
high resin prices can go based on record levels seen in 2021 after the 
Texas freeze brought production in that region to a halt and sent buy-
ers scrambling to the spot market for material.    Michael Greenberg 
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Resin for Sale 14,958,035 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

HDPE - Blow 2,560,545              0.760$     0.860$     0.790$      0.840$     

HDPE - Inj 2,346,598              0.770$     0.850$     0.790$      0.840$     

LDPE - Film 2,046,956              0.800$     0.920$     0.850$      0.900$     

LLDPE - Film 1,870,760              0.800$     0.910$     0.820$      0.870$     

HMWPE - Film 1,614,576              0.725$     0.780$     0.720$      0.770$     

PP Copo - Inj 1,373,104              0.960$     1.180$     1.000$      1.100$     

LLDPE - Inj 1,350,024              0.810$     0.940$     0.830$      0.880$     

PP Homo - Inj 1,249,104              0.880$     1.030$     0.900$      1.000$     

LDPE - Inj 546,368                 0.850$     0.930$     0.870$      0.920$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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The spread between current resin price levels and 2021 record highs is 
quite wide with spot PE grades as much as $.31/lb below peak prices 
last year and PP prices $.40/lb below last year’s peak.  
 
International energy markets saw very volatile trading indeed, as 
much as a 25% swing, as futures peaked at multi-year highs during 
the week before ending Friday with weekly net losses. Supply con-
cerns brought on by the war in Eastern Europe somewhat subsided as 
traders assessed recent sanctions against Russia and inventory out-
looks. The Crude Oil complex took off to the upside with huge gains 
right out of the starting gate on Monday with WTI and Brent estab-
lishing 14-year highs, before giving back much of their gains that day. 
Apr WTI topped out at $130.50/bbl on Monday, while May Brent 
peaked at $137/bbl. By Wednesday, Apr WTI dropped a sizeable 
chunk of nearly $27/bbl to bottom out to a low of $103.63/bbl, before 
rebounding a bit on Friday to settle at $109.33/bbl for a weekly loss 
of $6.35/bbl (-5.5%). May Brent hit a low of $107.13/bbl on Fri-
day, erasing an enormous $30/bbl from Monday’s high 
but then managed to close at $112.67/bbl for a weekly decline 
of $5.44/bbl (-4.6%).  
 
The continued rally in Nat Gas was also short-lived as warmer spring 
weather conditions ahead squelched momentum. Nat Gas futures ini-
tially continued its upward trend on Monday with the Apr contract 
pushing to the week’s high of $5.184/mmBtu, only to lose steam by 
the end of the day. By Wednesday, Apr Nat Gas had fallen a tad over 
$.30/mmBtu to establish a low of $4.45/mmBtu. The market rebound-
ed some for the balance of the week and closed Friday at $4.725/
mmBtu, down a net $.291/mmBtu. NGL prices followed the global 
downturn as Ethane slid just more than a penny to $.417/gal ($.176/
lb), while Propane saw a fierce freefall of more than $.15/lb (-9.6%) 
from the previous week’s 8-year high and finished Friday at $1.45/gal 
($.410/lb).  
 
Spot monomer markets saw hefty participation with steady vol-
ume and prices for both Ethylene and Polymer Grade Propylene 
(PGP) prices retreated following direction from upstream ener-
gy markets. Spot Ethylene saw good interest but took a back seat to 
PGP.  
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Monday began with a Mar Ethylene transaction at $.34/lb in LA, fol-
lowed by another Mar transaction at $.365/lb in TX on Tuesday, not-
ing the geographic price spread. Participants proceeded to pelt the 
market with offers, well outnumbering bids, and the market was pres-
sured lower. By Friday, prices eased to trade at $.30/lb in LA for Mar 
and Apr delivery, while the TX weighted average benchmark settled 
just under $.336/lb, for a weekly loss of $.035/lb. Forward month 
trading was thin outside of Friday’s LA deal. Deferred months re-
mained backwardated as the forward curve widened slightly with 
prices in the lower $.30s/lb through Oct and high $.20/lb by Dec. The 
more active spot PGP market ended a five-week rally, as prices 
hit this year’s peak level so far on Monday / Tuesday before profit 
taking set in. PGP trading began Monday with a couple of Mar deals 
confirmed at $.75/lb and a follow-up Mar deal on Tuesday at the same 
level.  

PGP business for 2H confirmed on Wednesday a few times at $.69/lb 
and once at $.68/lb, followed by a Thursday deal at $.67/lb. The week 
ended Friday with Mar material changing hands at $.69/lb, before the 
monthly weighted average settled Friday at $.705/lb for a weekly loss 
of $.0341/lb (-4.6%). Forward month trading remained backwardated 
with Apr ending the week at $.686/lb, down nearly a nickel (-6.5%) 
from a week earlier. Further out, a pair of transactions for Q2 delivery 
were done midweek at $.72/lb, followed by a deal at $.68/lb on Thurs-
day for Q3 delivery. With the pullback in PGP the expected upcoming 
Mar increase has been tempered by roughly $.05/lb, as current spot 
levels now call Mar PGP contracts to increase somewhere in the high 
single digits. However, plenty of time remains before the Mar PGP 
contract is settled this month, leaving the market prone to directional 
impact from energy costs, which are still quite elevated, but volatile. 
As a reminder Feb PGP settled up $.06/lb to $.62/lb.  
 
Polyethylene trading and volumes remained elevated but were 
not quite as robust compared to recent weeks, still the majority of 
grades extended gains by another cent as prompt availability re-
mained limited and overall demand still elevated. LDPE and 
LLDPE Film were the primary movers this past week, followed by 
LLDPE Injection, with a smattering of deals done across the balance 
of the other commodity PE grades.  
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HDPE Blow Mold, which had seen a significant amount of buying 
interest and volume changing hands in the two weeks prior, 
saw reduced interest. In light of the late week slowdown, most prime 
PE grades remain scarcely available despite warehouses full to the 
brim due to ongoing logistical export constraints.  
 
The slight easing in activity has not deterred the collective push for a 
March price increase and some producers have now nominated an 
April increase as well with an average of $.06/lb. North American PE 
producers are building on the moderate upward momentum and keep-
ing the market tightly supplied. They derive the vast majority of their 
feedstocks from Ethane (Natural Gas) and have a huge cost advantage 
compared to their international counterparts who mostly derive their 
feedstocks from Naphtha (Crude Oil). Polyethylene producers 
here have kept operating rates high and seem comfortable building 
inventories rather than inundate the market with their excess supply; 
however, producers will need to figure out a way to ex-
port more material moving forward, especially as new production ca-
pacity is on track to come online during the year. 
 
Polypropylene trading was solid, although it slowed a bit from the strong activity seen in late February/early March, fueled by strong buyer demand on 
the heels of rising energy/feedstock costs and general supply uncertainty. Tight supplies crimped completed PP volumes during the first half of the 
week as more deals could have been done if more well-priced resin was available. Retreating energy and feedstock prices pushed buyers to the side-
lines in the back half of the week. Despite the reflective pause, HoPP and CoPP prices added another couple of cents early in the week to send both 
grades to yearly highs, before shaving a penny back off on Friday. Prime HoPP mid-melts was our top seller this week with high flow CoPP following 
right behind. As a reminder, the lack of availability comes as upstream PP inventories have backed off-peak levels, so producers are in no rush to flood 
the market with material. Overseas imports do remain an option, and some fresh deals have been booked, but ship space remains limited, key 
ports are still congested and nearby warehouse space is running a hefty premium. March PP contracts are still pointing to a strong single digit cost-push 
increase, but energy prices could have already peaked, so PGP could still ease back more during March. 
  
Stay tuned for more excitement as this complex resin market and supply chain continues to evolve and keep participants on its toes. 
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Be sure to follow us on LinkedIn for daily news updates!  

 
Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs. 
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